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Finding issues before they start
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Examinations
Otorhinolaryngology Physical Examinatio

Dermatology Physical Examinatio

Urological Examination

Dermatoscopy

Tumor markers

Radiological Imaging

PSA (Total Prostate Specific Antigen

Thorax Computed Tomograph

Free PSA (Free Prostate Specific Antigen

Whole body bone metastasis scan 
(with moving table

Alpha-fetoprotei
CEA (Carcinoembryonic Antigen

Thyroid Ultrasound

CA 19CA 72-

Biochemical Analyses

NSE (Neuron Specific Enolase

Urinalysi

Beta2 - microglobuli

Leukocyte Formul

Beta - HCG

Protein Electrophoresis, Serum

The importance
of screening 
for cancer
Regular medical check-ups help to avoid
health risks and increase the patient's
chances for effective treatment if any
health problems were identified.

Undergoing periodic screening tests can help
detect cancer at the earliest stage, even when
symptoms have not yet appeared. 

When the test finds abnormal tissue or cancer
timely, it greatly facilitates the process of
treatment and cure. 

When the clear symptoms are already visible,
the disease may have developed and spread,
which makes the process of getting healthy
more complicated.

Where is the
best place for
screening?
One of the most popular healthcare centers
worldwide is Turkey.


Affordable
Featuring lower costs
than most of the EU
and US healthcare
institutions, Turkish
medicine is known to
use the highest and
the safest standards
available now.

Leading
In choosing the best
option, private healthcare
services are the most
south-after and they are
more cost-effective when
compared to the EU and
the US clinics.

Here, medical care is available in a combination
of public and private services that are easily
accessible to foreigners. 

As medical tourism has become one of the most
popular affairs in today's world, Turkey is now
one of the most reputable countries that offer
efficient health solutions for foreign patients. 

Maintaining the highest quality standards and
constantly bettering their services, a plethora of
Turkish clinics have received the Joint
Commission International quality certificate that
ensures the excellence of the services provided.

Turkey

Reputable
More than half a
million individuals visit
the country annually,
aiming to check their
health and undergo
treatment if necessary.

We can arrange
screening for you

Eternity Life 
Tourism

Eternity Life Tourism organizes for you the
selection of specialized clinics where the best
specialists work, innovative methods of
treatment are applied, the latest generation
equipment is used and an attentive individual
approach to each patient is guaranteed.
The clinics with which we cooperate have
passed a detailed selection, and the
quality of treatment meets high standards.
We serve clients with different levels of
complexity of treatment and guarantee
the most appropriate solution to the
problem.

office@eternitylife.com
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